
	  

	  

	  

	  

	  

	   	  

MIKHAIL ARMALINSKY 

	  

What Can Be Better?  
Short stories and essays. 

Ladomir Publisher, Moscow, 2012 
528 p., hard cover  

ISBN 978-5-86218-503-4 

Mikhail Armalinsky is the king of modern Russian 
erotica. He is the publisher of Pushkin's Secret Journal 
1836-1837 translated in 25 countries and the author of 
libertine volume "So That You Know!" 
The book comprise Armalinsky's short stories and essays 
written from 1999 to 2010. 

 

The Scent of Dirty Laundry  
Complicated Biographies,  
 (Aromat Griaznogo Belia.  
Zamislovatiye Biografii.) 

Ladomir Publisher, Moscow, 2013  
584 p., hard cover  

ISBN 978-5-86218-507-2 

The volume consists of biographical research into 
the sexual lives of Henry Miller, Hugh Hefner, 
Larry Flint, Karl Marx, Sigmund Freud, Nietzsche, 
Frank Sinatra, John Kennedy, Jean-Paul Sartre, 
Simone de Beauvoir, and other famous 
personalities. 

Maximalizmi  
Ladomir Publisher, Moscow, 2013  

544 p., hard cover  
ISBN 978-5-86218-513-3 

This volume includes short but profound 
meditations on the nature of human beings and 
of human society, the essence of which is best 
described as maximalist: "I talk about things that 
aren't talked about?" The volume also includes 
unusual reminiscences about the author's life in 
the USSR and the USA, under the titles  
Life No 1 and Life No 2. 

The main theme in Armalinsky's work is the comprehensive study of human sexual relationships. Working outside of any literary school, following no one and producing 
no followers, Mikhail Armalinsky has tirelessly, over the course of half a century, promoted in the consciousness of his readers his themes, views, and convictions,  

which for him have the force of commandments. 

These works (in Russian) were first published in his online journal General Erotic. 
	  

MIP	  Company	  
POB	  27484	  

Minneapolis,	  Minnesota	  55427,	  USA	  
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$35	  each	  volume,	  	  
all	  three	  $99+$6	  shipping	  and	  handling.	  

On	  the	  covers	  is	  the	  reproduction	  of	  the	  US	  Flag	  
"UNITED	  STATE"	  by	  Mikhail	  Armalinsky.	  
Acquired	  by	  The	  Museum	  of	  Sex	  in	  New	  York	  City.	  


